Disaster Preparedness in Shizuoka
Shizuoka is a beautiful, excellently located prefecture. It’s got sea views and mountains
(including Mount Fuji, the tallest mountain in Japan), and is relatively close to both Tokyo
and Kyoto. A placement in this prefecture is a dream come true for many JETs.
However, all of this comes with the price of being prepared for natural disasters, should they
occur. This is certainly not a Shizuoka-specific problem, but given the geography of the
prefecture, there are three large-scale disasters that you need to be ready for, just in case.
These are:
1. The Tōkai earthquake
2. Tsunamis
3. Mt. Fuji eruption
There is also the minor, but more frequent problem of:
4. Typhoons and landslides
Each of these will be explained in detail under their relevant headings, along with how to be
prepared and act, should that phonomenon come about.
A list of resources to help you with disaster preparedness in general will also be placed at
the end of this article.
1. The Tōkai earthquake.
The Tōkai earthquakes are major earthquakes that have occurred regularly every 100 to 150
years in the Tōkai region of Japan. This area is centred largely on Shizuoka prefecture.
Significant earthquakes have struck in 1498, 1605, 1707 and 1854, and in 1969 it was
pointed out that another great shallow earthquake was possible in the "near future".
This means that Shizuoka prefecture is very overdue a large earthquake, which is predicted
to have a magnitude of 8.0, with large areas shaken at the highest level in the Japanese
intensity scale, 7.
To give you an idea of what those numbers indicate, here is their descriptions on the Richter
scale, and the Japanese (Shindo) seismic intensity scale:

In order to prepare for an earthquake, the first thing you must do is put together a disaster
kit. This should contain the following (bolded are essential, non-bolded are still important, but
slightly more optional):
-

Water: 4 litres of water per person, per day for drinking and sanitation
Food: 3 days worth of non-perishable, easy-to-prepare foods (canned, shelf stable)
Plastic (saran) wrap, paper cups and plates, utensils (wrap to avoid washing)
Manual can opener
First aid kit including essential medications, prescriptions
Flashlight with extra batteries
Portable radio with extra batteries
Filter mask
Whistle
Sanitation and personal hygiene items
Garbage bags & plastic ties for personal sanitation, garbage
Blankets (emergency)
Warm clothes, change of clothes
Copies of important documents, ID
Passport, 30,000 yen in cash
Family and emergency contact information

You can buy semi-prepared kits in some homeware stores like Nitori, Jumbo Encho, and D2,
and stores such as Nojima and Tokyu Hands. Keep an eye out for them if you do not want to
build a kit from scratch.

After the disaster (earthquake, or even tsunami) has passed, if your house is still inhabitable,
you may be able to return home. However, water, gas, and electricity systems may be down
for an extended period of time, so it is a good idea to have the following:
-

A portable canister-gas powered stove
Extra water
Extra non-perishable food

(This information, and the other 3 graphics above were taken from the pocket guide you
should have been issued at Tokyo Orientation.
Please keep the original guide on your person in case of emergency)
If you find yourself experiencing an earthquake, you should do the following:
-

Get under a table or other sturdy object, as falling objects could hit your head (do not
rush outside)
Open a door so you can escape after the initial tremors (doors can get stuck after
quakes)
Quakes can lead to fires – turn off all gas and other fire hazards!
Beware of aftershocks, which can hit for a while after the earthquake has already
subsided.
Bring your emergency kit as you get out

After the earthquake (or at least the initial tremors) have passed, be aware of the following:
- Do not stand under eaves as tiles, bricks, etc. could fall on you
- Stay away from cliffs and river banks as landslides could occur
- If at home, move up and as far away from a mountain as possible, due to fears of
landslides
2. Tsunamis
A common occurrence (in coastal areas) after an earthquake is a tsunami, although it can
also be brought about by things such as volcanic eruptions and underwater explosions
(including detonations of underwater nuclear devices), landslides, and other underwater
disturbances.
The last tsunami to hit Shizuoka prefecture was caused by the Tōnankai earthquake in 1944,
which had a magnitude of 8.0. News of the event was downplayed by the authorities in order
to protect wartime morale, and as a result the full extent of the damage is not known, but the
quake is estimated to have killed 1223 people, the tsunami being the leading cause of the
fatalities.
Tsunami waves do not resemble normal undersea currents or sea waves, because their
wavelength is far longer. Rather than appearing as a breaking wave, a tsunami may instead
initially resemble a rapidly rising tide. They generally consist of a series of waves, lasting
from minutes to hours. After the first initial wave of a tsunami, it is advised to be cautious for
12 hours or more, and to be aware that the first wave is not always the largest one. Wave
heights of tens of metres can be generated by large events like the ones listed above, and
the damage caused by them can be catasphrophic. Take a look at this infographic for more
detailed information:

This is the estimated impact on coastal areas in Shizuoka of a tsunami caused by the Tōkai
earthquake:

(This information was taken from a paper entitled “Earthquake Preparedness in Shizuoka
Prefecture, Japan”, which was published in 2014 by Shizuoka Prefecture.)
The following graphic also shows how long tsunami waves are expected to take to form after
the earthquake:

If you live in a coastal region, get to higher ground immediately after an earthquake hits. If
you can, bring your portable emergency kit.
Most areas likely to be affected by tsunamis have designated emergency buildings that are
built to be higher than, and withstand the force of, oncoming waves. Please talk to your
coworkers, supervisors, or neighbours to learn where the buildings near you are located.
3. Mt. Fuji eruption
The last eruption of Mt. Fuji was in 1707, several weeks after The Great Hōei Earthquake.
The earthquake had registered about 8.7 on the Richter scale, it created enough seismic
activity to compress the magma chamber in the inactive Mt. Fuji.
Before the Hoei earthquake, another earthquake named Genroku had struck Japan in 1703.
This earthquake affected both Kanagawa and Shizuoka prefectures, and measured about
8.2 in the Richter Scale. It caused seismic activity similar to the Hōei earthquake. Many
articles find a correlation between the two earthquakes, concluding that without both, the
Hōei eruption would’ve not happened.
This background is important as it directly relates to the situation today. In 2011, the Tohoku
earthquake, which had a magnitude of 9 on the Richter scale, raised the pressure within the
magma chamber of Mt. Fuji, in much the same way that the Genroku quake did. This means

that another large earthquake within a relatively short time frame (potentially the Tōkai
earthquake), may cause an eruption of Mt. Fuji.
Mt. Fuji is almost consistently monitored by seismic experts, and if dangerous levels of
pressure are detected, an evacuation of areas that would be highly affected will be carried
out. This is detailed in the image below:

(This information was taken from a paper entitled “Earthquake Preparedness in Shizuoka
Prefecture, Japan”, which was published in 2014 by Shizuoka Prefecture.)
If you are in one of the three evacuation areas, your local city hall, coworkers, or neighbours
may have more detailed information, so try to do some research of your own!
4. Typhoons and landslides
Between August and early September, typhoons are a common occurrence in Japan, and
although they sound frightening, and can cause some issues, they are usually only minor
and can be dealt with easily.
Typhoons are tropical storms, meaning they are a combination of heavy rain and strong
winds. These conditions can often delay or cancel trains, so if you must travel, checking the
JR website before taking a train in a typhoon is strongly advised. The English service
information can be found at this address, and updates every 30 minutes:
http://sp.traininfo.jr-central.co.jp/en/

The heavy rain of a typhoon can also cause landslides in mountainous areas. If you have a
Japanese phone, you will get alerts warning you of potential evacuations due to severe
weather. If you do not have a Japanese phone, or would like english information, check the
weather conditions on the Japan Meteorological Agency website at this address:
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/indexe.html
Also be aware that typhoons may cause flash flooding if you are situated near a river or
other body of water. If this is the case, move to higher ground.
Useful resources
Word

Reading

Meaning

地震
余震
避難
土砂災害
洪水
噴火

jishin
yoshin
hinan
doshasaigai
kouzui
funka

Earthquake
Aftershock
Evacuation
Landslide
Flood
Eruption

CLAIR’s multilingual app for foreign residents:
http://www.clair.or.jp/tagengo/index.html
Shizuoka Prefecture Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/infoshizuoka.eng
Shizuoka Prefecture Twitter page:
https://twitter.com/mtfujishizuoka
Earthquake notification app (yurekuru call):
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.rcsc.yurekuru.android&hl=en
iPhone: https://itunes.apple.com/jp/app/yurekuru-call/id398954883?l=en&mt=8

